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ABSTRACT The electronic applications of financial institutions like banks and insurance companies
use either token-based, biometric-based, or knowledge-based password scheme to keep the confidential
information of their customers safe from hackers. The knowledge-based password scheme’s resistance,
particularly its reformation-based password scheme against shoulder surfing attacks, is comparatively better
than the other two because its password can be entered in crowded places without fear of shoulder surfers.
However, the available reformation based passwords involve mental computation making their usability
difficult. Furthermore, they also need an extra device like earphones during password entry causing to create
a gap for information leakage. Moreover, most of the passwords store passwords’ actual content on a server
database that causes penetration in the financial institutions’ database. In this article, a reformation-based
password scheme involving no mental computation and using no extra device is proposed. The proposed
scheme works on the password characters’ indices, which change dynamically after each login process.
It gets the password characters’ indices from the end-user and obtains his password characters’ indices from
the database. Next, the textual passwords are formed from the user-provided indices and those obtained
from the database. The textual passwords are then compared, and if found match, then login is succeeded,
otherwise failed. Our proposed password scheme’s experimental results on the password data set showed
better security and usability compared to state-of-art password schemes.

INDEX TERMS Password, brute force attack, shoulders surfing attack, authentication system, usability,
security.

I. INTRODUCTION

The financial institutions like banks and insurance companies
need security methods like a password for keeping their
information secure from hackers [1], [2]. The avail-
able password methods are broadly categorized into three
types [3], [4]: (i) token-based/possession (ii) biometric-
based, and (iii) knowledge/text-based. Diagrammatically
they are shown in Fig. 1. The token-based scheme is not
reliable because the security key information printed over the
smart card can be stolen and misused [10]. The biometric
authentication is also unreliable because dummy thumbprints
can be formed from different objects like glass and metal
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when touched and misused by adversaries [10], [19]. More-
over, both the token and biometric-based schemes require
additional hardware(s), making them expensive and compli-
cating their usability [14]. The most popular and widely used
password scheme is the knowledge-based scheme [19], which
is further subdivided into two subcategories, graphical-based
and alphanumeric character set based (text-based). The
graphical-based password scheme (subdivided into recogni-
tion based and recall based) involves a mouse password entry.
The mouse’s use in the recognition-based schemes causes
the vulnerability of shoulder surfing (SS) attack [5], [20],
[21]. In contrast, recall-based schemes are a little secure due
to pixel selection in an image rather than objects. However,
memorization and selection of the exact position on the image
are difficult in these schemes [25].
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FIGURE 1. Types of password schemes.

FIGURE 2. Login interface of reformation-based password scheme [5].

The scheme based on the alphanumeric character set is
further subdivided into two types: (i) direct keying password
scheme (mask-oriented conventional password scheme);
and (ii) reformation based password scheme(Indirect key-
ing password scheme or transformation-based schemes). The
direct keying is vulnerable to shoulder surfing, and brute
force attacks [19], while the reformation based password
scheme proposed in [9], [11]–[13], [37], [39] show com-
paratively better resistance to these attacks. However, these
reformation based password schemes achieved client-side
security at the cost of losing usability. For instance, the extra
keystrokes, i.e., several keys are pressed for entering single
characters [5], [9], [11], user computation [5], [13], entering
metadata [12], [13], using large character set [5], [10], [37],
[39], and use of additional device like earphone [5], [21] are
required for completing the login process. The use of the

extra device(s) complicates usability and acts as a threat to
client-side security if used in crowded places. For example,
the reformation based password scheme’s user interface [5] is
shown in Fig. 2. This scheme needs an extra earphone device
to communicate the challenge password’s characters during
the login process. Suppose the shoulder surfer succeeds to
hack each of the challenge characters via sensors (i.e., eaves-
dropping microphone listener [26]) along with the entered
directions and distances. In that case, the original password
characters can be traced using the password entry process’s
reverse actions. For instance, ‘D’ is the password character
stored in the database, and ‘S’ is its respective challenge
character given to the user via earphone. During the login
process, the user needs to press ← 2 ւ 4 characters in
place of entering ‘D’, and the shoulder surfer traces ‘D’ by
pressingր 4 → 2, which is the reverse action starting from
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FIGURE 3. Vulnerability of [5] to shoulder surfing attack a) entry of original password character ‘D’, with challenge
character ‘S’ b) tracing of original password character ‘D’ using the leaked challenge character ‘S’.

the challenge character ‘S’ as has shown in Fig. 3. The same
procedure is applied to finding the other password charac-
ters. Once the shoulder surfer traces the password characters,
he/she can login to the system [5] by using the earphone as
an original user. Moreover, its password entry time was four
times the cost of a traditional text-based password scheme.
The user must also estimate the distance between the pass-
word character and the challenging character, which is not
convenient for the user and slows down the system efficiency.
Additionally, this scheme is not beneficial for the deaf person.
Besides usability and client-side security problems in the
reformation based password scheme, no server-side security
technique is applied in these schemes [5], [9]–[13], [25], [39].
To overcome the limitations as mentioned above, i.e., com-

plex usability, weak client-side security, and lack of
server-side security of the state-of-art reformation based
password scheme [5], [21], a password scheme providing
strong client and server-side security with better usability
without using the extra device is proposed in this research
work. The proposed scheme works as follows: The proposed
scheme displays a matrix containing 42 password characters.
The user needs to enter the columns’ numbers containing
password characters instead of the actual password charac-
ters during the login process. The transpose of each of the
entered columns’ numbers is then computed and placed into
the transpose matrix in order. The order of the columns in the
transposed matrix is changed after each login process. The
transpose matrix is then displayed, and the user is asked
to enter the columns’ numbers containing password charac-
ters. Next, the proposed scheme picks the original password
characters based on the previously entered columns’ num-
bers. After this, the numeric password (NP) representing the
password characters is picked from the password database
for the given user Id. The picked numeric password is then
decomposed into two equal parts. The first and second parts
of the numeric password denote the rows and columns the
indices of the password characters stored in the database. The
corresponding digits in both parts of the numeric password

are then used for constructing the textual password. The
textual passwords formed on both client and server sides are
then matched. If both match, then the login process complete
successfully; otherwise, the user is asked to enter the pass-
word again.

A. CONTRIBUTIONS

Our contributions in this research work are as follows:
1) We identified two research gaps in the available ref-

ormation based password schemes: i) they improved
client-side security at the cost of usability, ii) their
server-side security is not satisfactory.

2) We introduced a reformation-based password scheme
that improves client security without losing usability
and improves the server-side database security.

3) We introduced a brute force algorithm for evaluat-
ing our proposed password scheme’s security strength
against the brute force attack both on the client and
server sides.

B. ARTICLE ORGANIZATION

The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 is
about the literature review, section 3 explains our pro-
posed password scheme, section 4 presents the experimental
results, and section 5 describes the conclusion and future
work.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

This section presents the available reformation based pass-
word schemes [5], [6], [9]–[13], [21], [37]–[39], graphical
password schemes [7], [23]–[25], and their pros and cons.
Besides, it also presents the brute force algorithms [15]–[17]
used for cracking the passwords.

A. REFORMATION BASED PASSWORD SCHEMES

In [5], a knowledge-based password authentication scheme
was proposed. The proposed scheme needs the password
characters with their respective challenge characters at the
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FIGURE 4. Registration and login interface [9]: (a-b) login pattern of user with one stroke (c) login pattern of user with two strokes
(d) grid with input characters.

time of login. An extra earphone device is needed for commu-
nicating the challenge characters to the user. If the challenge
characters leak out, then the original password characters
can be traced by applying the reverse action of password
entry, as discussed in the introduction section. Moreover, its
password entry time is four times the cost of a traditional
text-based password scheme. The user also needs to estimate
the distance between the password character and challenging
character during the login process, which is not convenient for
the user and slows down the system efficiency. This scheme
performs a reformation-based method only on the client-side,
while on the server-side, the original contents of the password
are stored.
In [6], a new PIN entry scheme was introduced. The

scheme was designed to protect the user against shoulder
surfing attacks. The scheme consists of 36 locations in
a 6 × 6 matrix form. The user enters the positions/locations
instead of a textual password. The user is required to memo-
rize the static coordinates of the security PIN code. The four
static positions PIN code of each user is stored in the database
with eight digits (i.e., each position is represented with one
row and one column coordinate digit). The required position
is selected by entering the number present at the first location
of the PIN code. To mislead the shoulder surfer, the same
number is placed at six different locations of the interface.
This scheme showed promising results against weak shoulder
surfing, but it is vulnerable to a strong shoulder surfing attack.
Moreover, its server-side security is not protected. Addition-
ally, the user needs to interact with four user interfaces, which
is tedious and time-consuming.
In [9], a stroke-based textual password authentication

scheme was proposed. For logup, the user draws pattern
like geometrical shape as shown in Fig. 4(b-c) or pattern
like a letter, a symbol, or a digit as shown in Fig. 4(a) by
selecting the order sequence of locations on a 5× 5 grid and
is stored as his/her password. For login, the user inputs the
characters present at the grid locations assigned to him/her
as his/her password pattern. For example, a user with the
pattern shown in Fig. 4(b) using characters of Fig. 4(d) will
enter his/her password string like ‘‘10100111001011010’’
while the user with the pattern shown in Fig. 4(c) using
characters of Fig. 4(d) will enter his/her password string

like ‘‘10110101001011001’’. If the input characters match
with characters present in the user password pattern, access
to the system is granted. This scheme is resilient to brute
force attacks. However, it is vulnerable to shoulder surfing
and hidden camera attacks due to the grid’s fixed location
and similarity in the input string pattern. Moreover, the login
process is complicated for the user to remember the pattern,
particularly when the strokes are included in the password
pattern. It also needs a long password space, which creates
difficulty for the user during the login process. The sequence
of the same consecutive characters can confuse and mislead
the user during password login entry. Furthermore, if the
database is hacked, the intruder can login as an actual user
because the password pattern positions remain static on the
server-side.

In [10], a text-based authentication scheme was intro-
duced. Nine to ten different characters are attached to each
numeric digit. The user presses the digits against the cor-
responding password characters. The scheme confuses the
different attacks due to multiple options available against
each digit. It also creates difficulty for the user to search
his/her character and press the current digit assigned to that
password character. The login process becomes complicated
for a long password. Moreover, the scheme is vulnerable to
a strong shoulder surfing attack provided that recording of
two times the login process is available to the shoulder surfer.
For example, the user password is ‘‘bdg’’, the user enters
digit 7 for his/her first password character b. The digit 7
is assigned to the list of ten characters in the first session
interface: b, z,E, J ,U , 9, :, [, {. In the next session, users
enter the digit 8 for their first password character b. The digit 8
is assigned to list of ten characters in the second session
interface that are: b,m,P,D,H ,L,M ,@, _, }. The character
b is common in both interfaces and could be extracted for
breaking the password. In this way, other password charac-
ters could also be extracted by constructing each password
character’s two lists. This scheme secures the server-side
database password by storing the encrypted password, but it is
vulnerable to recording-based shoulder surfing. Furthermore,
its usability is difficult because the user needs to search
for a password character in an interface containing many
characters.
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FIGURE 5. Registration and login interface of article [11]: (a) login pattern of user with cell locations (b) login entry of user password against
his/her pattern locations (c) list of transformation characters against input digits.

FIGURE 6. Password Reformation process of article [12]: (a) one-dimensional password reformed with shuffling (b) two-dimensional password
reformed at 180◦ rotation.

In [11], a 5 × 5 grid is the interface of user password
entry, as shown in Fig. 5(a). In this grid, the user registered
by selecting an order sequence of grid points and making a
pattern as his/her password. For login, the user has to make
a string of numeric numbers located at the user password
grid points in the proper order of password pattern, as shown
in Fig. 5(b). Digits of this numeric string are further mapped
with ten digits key, as shown in Fig. 5(c), and another string
of letters, digits, and symbols is constructed, which is consid-
ered a user password. However, the usability of this scheme
is better and resists well against brute force attacks. However,
this scheme is vulnerable to weak and strong shoulder surfing
attacks because the grid locations of user passwords are static,
and after two or more sessions, they can be traced.

In [12], a reformable one-dimensional password scheme
and two-dimensional password scheme were proposed,
which are shown in Fig. 6(a) and in Fig. 6(b), respectively.
This scheme registers the user by storing his/her (RP) and
reformable information, i.e., shuffling technique or rotation
angle in one-or two-dimensional password, respectively. The
server-side password is retransformed into its original shape
at the login time using metadata (shuffling/rotation angle
information) and compared with the user-entered password
for granting the authentication. A one-dimensional password
string has only one variation at 180◦ for shuffling the pass-
word string. In contrast, the two-dimensional password has
three possible rotations angles 90◦, 180◦, and 270◦, which
is also easy for the intruder to try the password with three
angles one by one. This scheme is resilient to different attacks
(i.e., brute force attack, key logger) in restricted login entry

(i.e., using one of the three possible rotations). Moreover,
it also resists shoulder surfing attacks. However, if someone
hacks the server-side database and shuffling/rotation angle
information, the password can be easily retransformed to its
original shape, and security could be a break.

In [13], the S3TFPAS scheme was introduced. In this
scheme, the user registered himself with three kinds of infor-
mation: a) Three letters password, b) An arithmetic expres-
sion for calculating the token value and c) Select an arithmetic
operator (∗,+,−) for operating the password numeric value
and token value. This scheme is resistant to brute force,
hidden camera, shoulder surfing, and a dictionary attack on
the client-side. However, this scheme’s usability factor is
deficient because of the high cognitive burden in login entry.
This is because the user needs to memorize each password
character’s numeric number and memorize the arithmetic
operation equivalent to each charactermentioned in the token.
Additionally, the user also needs to perform an arithmetic
operation in mind for making login value. Furthermore, if the
password letter with the additional metadata information
is hacked from the server-side, it can easily be used from
the client-side to break the security. In [21], a scheme for
mobile security against shoulder surfing attack was intro-
duced. In this scheme, an additional device (earphone) is
required for communicating the challenge character. The
additional device causes a) security risk, i.e., it may increase
the chances of vulnerability, b) affect a large deaf community,
i.e., the latest report of deafness [26] shows that roundabout
466 million persons in the world are deaf, and they will
directly affect due to this limitation of the scheme. The user
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counts clockwise and then responds to the target character
against his/her corresponding password character. If the user
missed his/her track and counted the characters in the wrong
circle after the wrong entry, he can press the BACK button
and respond to the target character in the right track. This
facilitation of the BACK button helps the user correct his/her
entry. However, it also shows the scheme’s usability factor’s
weakness: i) the scheme is not user-friendly ii) re-entry of
the target character increases the user entry time. Thus the
scheme loses the usability factor by introducing the additional
device and putting the extra burden of counting for each
character entry.
The password of the scheme proposed in [37] is composed

of two parts, i.e., static part (text) and dynamic part (system
time in the form of hour and minutes). The combination of
static and dynamic part is then used as a user password. The
machine extracts both the static and dynamic parts from the
password. The dynamic part of the entered password is then
compared with the hours and minutes section of the current
system time, and its static part is compared with the encrypted
static part of the user password in the password database for
password verification. The login process is succeeded if both
the static and dynamic parts of the entered password match
those present in the password database.
This scheme provides strong client-side password security

if the static part of the password is designed using the whole
character set, i.e., 95 printable characters. However, the use
of the whole character set makes the usability of the scheme
difficult. Besides complex usability, memorization of the
locations of the dynamic part of the password is also needed.
Furthermore, the password containing less than 10 charac-
ters is vulnerable to brute force attacks and shoulder surf-
ing attacks. In addition to the limitations mentioned above,
the user often needs to wait during the login process if
the minutes of system time is shifting to the next minute,
i.e., 12:32:58. For instance, if the user enters Bot12net32 as
his/her password at system time 12:32:58, this scheme
extracts the dynamic part from the user password and gets the
system time, which has been changed 12:33:02. In this spe-
cific instance, the dynamic part of the user-entered password
does not match the system time, and the system will display
the message of the invalid password.
In [38], a mutual user authentication scheme is introduced

for communicating information securely between client and
server in specific application domain like healthcare centers
so that their patient’s information could not be leaked or
tampered.
In [39], two types of authentication mechanism were intro-

duced, i.e., i) Matrix-based authentication and
ii) Sector-based authentication. i) In matrix-based authen-
tication mechanism, database authentication table con-
tains the three information of each user: i) user identity,
ii) actual password, and iii) password character selection
order, i.e., whether the user has to enter the row index or
columns index for specific password character. A character
matrix with a dimension 10 × 10 having all capital and

small alphabets, numeral digits, and special symbols are
regenerated after each password character entry during a
login session. The specific password characters are placed
in the character matrix in the particular row or column
as per character selection order, and the system notes its
corresponding row or column; the rest of the characters are
placed randomly in the character matrix now if the user enters
the correct index of that password character then the second
screen with second password character is given to the user
and so on till the entry of last password character. This
password entry procedure will affect the usability factor,
and multiple screens will engage the user’s mental attention.
The system is given the client-side security to some extent,
at the cost of increasing usability.Moreover, the system stores
the actual password and its metadata, i.e., the password char-
acter selection method in the database. This storing of actual
data insecure the database on the server-side because, if it
is hacked and information is leaked, the whole database will
become insecure. ii) In sector-based authentication mecha-
nism, database authentication table contains the two infor-
mation of each user i) user identity, and ii) actual password.
Character matrix with 5 sectors having all capital and small
alphabets, numeral digits, and special symbols is regenerated
after each password character entry during a login session.
The specific password characters are placed in the character
matrix in the particular sectors, and the system notes its
corresponding sector; the rest of the characters are placed
randomly in the character matrix, now; if the user enters the
correct sector of that password character, then the second
screen with second password character is given to the user
and so on till the entry of last password character. This
password entry procedure will also affect the usability factor,
and multiple screens will engage the user’s mental attention.
Moreover, this system improved the client-side security at
the cost of an increase in usability, but it stores the password
database’s actual password, making its server-side security
low.

B. GRAPHICAL PASSWORD SCHEMES

In [7], a graphical password authentication system was pro-
posed. This system was designed to protect users against
weak as well as strong shoulder surfing attacks. The proposed
system uses a database of different icons, where the user
selects a few icons as a password. The user also selects a
ball of specific color out of five balls of different colors. The
chosen color ball is used to authenticate a password icon as
and when the ball moves over the icon. Although the system
resists against both weak and strong shoulder surfing attacks,
it takes high time cost during the authentication process, and
the user has to wait for a dynamic moving ball to coincide
over his/her required password icon so that the user confirms
his/her password icon by pressing the space key or any other
key of the keyboard. It shows that the scheme is not suitable
for a real-time system. A graphical-based textual password
scheme was introduced in [8]. For each password character
entry, the user has to click inside the area of an imaginary
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triangle made up of three vertices of the user’s password
characters. The scheme is resilient to shoulder surfing attacks,
but the login process is lengthy, complicated, and difficult for
successful login entry. The scheme is not suitable when the
user has to enter the password frequently after every short
interval, as in a mobile phone.
In [20], a two-steps login entry scheme was introduced.

This scheme is vulnerable to shoulder surfing attacks and
brute force attacks.
A unique idea based on camouflage strategy is introduced

in [22]. This is a good idea to deceive the shoulder surfer, but
it also engages the user on the screen and waits to activate
his/her required key and audio input to confirm this key as a
login entry.
In [23], a uniform security metric for measuring the secu-

rity of the cognition-based graphical password scheme was
introduced. The security attacks can be categorized into guess
ability (social engineering attack), observability (shoulder
surfing and intersection attacks), and recordability (replay
or man-in-the-middle attack). The evaluation approach main-
tains four tuples of information for a scheme against different
attacks and analyses its security level based on the collected
information. The score level is maintained for a scheme
against four tuples of attacks, i.e., distractor, shoulder surfing,
intersection, and replay.
In [24], a hybrid graphical authentication scheme was

introduced. This scheme combines the choice-based, click-
based, and draw-based input responses as password entry.
It gives the user options to select two images from a set of
images, click some grid points in 3 × 3 grids as a password,
and finally draw a grid pattern. All these three inputs validate
a user. Although the scheme provides security against brute
force and dictionary attack, it is vulnerable to shoulder surfer
due to mouse clicks for image and points selection and to
draw the pattern. In [25], the first recall-based graphical
password scheme was introduced by Greg. E. Blonder. In this
scheme, the user selects some position points on an image
for password entry. This scheme was a step from a text-based
password to a graphical password. It gave protection against
brute force and dictionary attack, but the scheme’s usability is
difficult due to memorization and selection of exact positions
on the image.

C. BRUTE FORCE ALGORITHMS

In [15], a brute force algorithm for searching a string pattern
was introduced. It was an excellent attempt to search a pattern
efficiently by ignoring the middle section of the string, but it
will give a better result if the pattern length is more significant
than four characters. The algorithm will compare the first and
last characters for four characters, but the time saved against
the rest of the two characters is less than the time consumed
for multiple if-else statements. Moreover, if the first and last
character matched for a long string, the rest does not need to
match. Instead, they will require further comparison for the
rest of the characters. Suppose any mismatch occurred in the
central characters. In that case, the substring will be ignored,

and the algorithm will move onward, e.g., the first and last
characters of the strings ‘‘introduced’’ and ‘‘interested’’ are
matched, but the central characters mismatch.

The method introduced in [16] is an advanced version
of [15], which compares the first, last, and middle characters
of the pattern in the text.

In [17], different techniques have been proposed to avoid
the brute force attack. For instance, the user account should
be locked after a specified number of attempts. The pass-
word authentication should be allowed only for one time;
a time-bound should be set for each user to login, a query
should be asked from the user for providing access, the unique
IP address should be used for login entry, the CAPTCHA test-
ing layer should be fixed before granting access. An appropri-
ate blockmethod can be applied to provide security to the user
account against the brute force attack. The interested readers
are referred to see [28]–[34] for more details about brute force
algorithms.

The aforementioned reformable approaches improved the
security using extra devices [5], [21], high cognitive overhead
[5], [9], [12], [13], multiple interfaces for each character of
password [6], focusing on the client-side and not providing
server-side database security [5]–[7], [10]–[13], [21]. How-
ever, they are losing usability due to complex interfaces as
in [5], [9], [10] and extra keys entry against each password
character [5], [9], [11], [12]. Additionally, the use of different
devices (earphones) in [5], [21] acts as a threat to security if
its sound is leaked out.

In contrast to available approaches, our proposed scheme
does not use any additional device and puts a low cognitive
burden on the user. Additionally, the textual passwords need
not be stored in the password database, ensuring server-side
database security. The proposed scheme uses dynamic inter-
faces for ensuring high security without losing usability.

III. PROPOSED PASSWORD SCHEME AND BRUTE FORCE

ALGORITHM

In this section, we present our proposed password scheme.
The proposed scheme performs twomajor processes: a) logup
and b) login. In each of these two processes, two queues
are created for the same purpose, i.e., for holding the row
and column indices of the password characters. However,
in each process, different sources are used for populating
these queues. The contents of these two queues are then
combined into the third queue. The corresponding indices
in the first and second half of the third queue represent the
row and column indices of the password characters. Besides
our proposed password scheme, the working of our proposed
brute force algorithm used to evaluate our proposed password
scheme’s security is also presented in this section.

A. PROPOSED PASSWORD SCHEME

The architecture of our proposed password scheme is com-
prised of five main modules: 1) logup, 2) login, 3) password
verification, 4) update password, and 5) forgot password. The
flow diagram of the first three modules is shown in Fig. 7, and
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FIGURE 7. Flow diagram of the first three modules of our proposed password scheme.

FIGURE 8. Flow diagram of password update.

that of the other two modules are shown in Fig. 8, and Fig.9,
respectively. In these figures, each module is represented in
the form of dashed rectangles.

1) LOGUP

This module aims to generate a numeric password containing
the row and column indices of the user password for the given
user id and stores both the user id and password numeric
code for each user in the password database. Storing the
numeric codes of passwords instead of textual passwords
in the password database can protect the passwords from
different attacks. This is because the attackers can easily
steal the stored textual password, while in the case of stored

numeric code of a password, even if the attackers steal the
numeric code of a password, they cannot restore the textual
password from it. For generating this kind of numeric code,
this module uses a matrix containing password characters.
We named this matrix a character-set matrix, which is shown
below.
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FIGURE 9. Flow diagram of forgotten password.

Most of the passwords contain some alphabetic characters,
both in small and capital letters, numeric characters, and spe-
cial characters. Thus, based on our observation, we organized
all alphabetic characters, all numeric characters, and some of
the special characters used most often in forming a password
in a character-set matrix.
After getting this matrix, its columns are then labeled

with column numbers. The user is asked to enter the column
numbers containing password characters from the labeled
character set matrix.

1 2 3 4 5 6
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The entered column numbers are then stored in the first
queue. After this, the column-wise transpose of the character
set matrix is taken using Eq. (1), and the resultant values are
stored in the completely transposed matrix shown below.

















A G M S Y 4 @
B H N T Z 5 #
C I O U 0 6 $
D J P V 1 7 &
E K Q W 2 8 _
F L R X 3 9 !

















Bk,r = Transpose(Ar,c) (1)

where, r = 1, 2, 3, · · · ,m, k = 1, · · · ,L (length of pass-
word), and c refers to selected column number.

The column number in the queue becomes the row indices
of the required password characters in the complete trans-
posed matrix due to transpose operation. The proposed pass-
word scheme has information regarding the row indices of
the required password characters in the first queue. However,
it still needs information about the column indices of the
required password characters. Therefore, for getting column
indices of the required password characters, the labeled ver-
sion of the complete transposed matrix is created, shown
below. The user is asked to enter the column numbers con-
taining password characters from it.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
















A G M S Y 4 @
B H N T Z 5 #
C I O U 0 6 $
D J P V 1 7 &
E K Q W 2 8 _
F L R X 3 9 !

















The entered column numbers are then stored in the second
queue. These column numbers in the second queue represent
the column indices of the required password characters. Next,
the row and column indices stored in the first and second
queues are combined into the third queue. This numeric
code in the third queue refers to both the row and column
indices of each character of the required/user password. The
registered users’ database is then opened, and the user id of
the new user and his/her password in the form of numeric
code is stored in it. Thus, the users’ passwords are stored
in the password database in numeric codes containing row
and column indices of the password characters. This numeric
code is significant for security, and the original password
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characters can be quickly restored from it. Algorithm 1 is used
for implementing the above-stated logup procedure.

Algorithm 1 Logup_Module(A,UI)

1) A1 = Label Matrix-A with columns numbers
2) Q1 = Enter columns of A1 containing password char-

acters:
3) B = TransposeMatrix(A,Q1)
4) B = Label Matrix B with columns numbers
5) Q2 = Enter columns of B containing password charac-

ters:
6) QP = Concatinate(Q1,Q2)
7) Q1 = Enter columns of A1 containing Ideal Personality

Name characters:
8) B = TransposeMatrix(A,Q1)
9) B = Label Matrix B with columns numbers

10) Q2 = Enter columns of B containing Ideal Personality
Name characters:

11) QN = Concatinate(Q1,Q2)
12) Pt = Open(RegistrationTable)
13) Append(Pt,UI ,QP,QN )

Whereas, A,UI ,A1,Q1,B,Q2,QP,QN and Pt are char-
acter set matrix, User_Id, character set matrix with column
labels, queue having the first half of numeric code, transpose
of character set matrix with column labels, queue having
the second half of numeric code, queue with the combination
of two halves password code, queue with the combination
of two halves ideal personality name code and pointer for
password file respectively. For instance, if a user has a user
id 12 and his/her password is ‘‘CAMAL’’, then using the
above-stated procedure, this module will populate the queues
Q1 and Q2 as follows:
Q1 = 12345
Q2 = 11312
The contents of these two queues are then combined into

Q, i.e., Q = 1234511312. This code reflects that individual
characters like C,A,M ,A,L of this password are located in
the following pairs of indices of the transposed matrix.
(1, 1), (2, 1), (3, 3), (4, 1), (5, 2), whereas the actual

indices of the individual characters of this password in front
of the user are: (1, 3), (1, 1), (3, 1), (1, 1), and (2, 6), which
are different from the system computed indices. The subset
of user ids and their respective numeric passwords taken
from the password database created using the above specified
method is shown in Table 1. The textual passwords for the
numeric passwords in Table 1 are HI, ALI, DEAR, HARIS,
IMTIAZ, andMUSHTAQ, respectively. However, they are not
stored in the password database.

2) LOGIN

The aim of this module is two-fold. Firstly, it checks the given
user id’s validity, and secondly, it generates a numeric code
equivalent to the user password and passes it to the pass-
word verification module. Thus, this module comprises two

sub-modules: checking the user id’s validity and generating a
numeric code equivalent to the user password during the login
attempt. These two sub-modules are explained as follows.

a) Checking the validity of user id: This sub-module
loads the registered users’ database and matches the user id
with each user id present in the registered users’ database.
If no match is found, then an invalid user id message is
displayed. In the case of a valid user id, the next sub-module,
i.e., ‘‘Generating numeric code equivalent to the user pass-
word’’, is called. A matrix containing password characters
and user id is passed. Algorithm 2 implements the method
of this sub-module.

Algorithm 2 User_Status( UI)

1) status = 0

2) A =
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M N O P Q R

S T U V W X
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4 5 6 7 8 9
@ # $ & _ !





















3) Pt = Open(Registration Table)
4) while(Pt = NULL)
5) Rec = Read(Pt)
6) if(Rec(User_Id) == UI )
7) status = 1
8) Break
9) return status

Whereas, UI, status, A, Pt, and Rec are User_Id, status of
registered user, character set matrix, pointer for password file,
and structure variable having user record respectively

b) Password entry in the form of numeric code

This sub-module aims to generate a numeric code contain-
ing row and column indices of each character of the entered
password during login time. This module needs two inputs:
1) a character-set matrix, and 2) the user id.

After receiving the character-set-matrix, the column-wise
permutation is performed, and a permutated version of this
matrix is created. The permutated matrix is then labeled with
column numbers, which are shown below.

1 2 3 4 5 6
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R O Q M N p

X U W S T V
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9 6 8 4 5 7
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Next, the user is asked to enter the column numbers
containing the password characters in the above-permutated
matrix. The entered column numbers are then stored in a
queue. Next, the transpose of those columns of the permutated
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TABLE 1. Password database on server.

matrix whose column numbers are present in the queue is
taken using Eq. (1). The transposed columns’ resultant values
are then stored in the partial-transpose-matrix in sequential
order, i.e., the column of the permutated matrix, which is
transposed first, is placed on the first row of the partial-
transpose-matrix and so on.
Now, this module has partial information about the loca-

tion of the password characters, i.e., the first character of
the password is located in the first row of the password-
matrix, 2nd character is located in the 2nd row, and the last
character is located in the last row of the password- matrix.
However, it has no information regarding column indices,
i.e., in which column of the first row of the partial-transpose-
matrix, the password’s first character is present.
To get this information, this module labels the password-

matrix with column numbers and asks for information about
the column numbers of the password- matrix containing
password characters. This module stores the entered column
numbers of the password- matrix in the second queue. This
module has complete information about each character of
the password, i.e., the row index of each character of the
password is stored in the first queue, and its column index
is stored in the second queue. Thus, it combines both the
first and second queues into the third queue for generating
the numeric code for the desired password. This module’s
working procedure is implemented in Algorithms 3, and 4.

Whereas, A, UI, status, Columns, C,Q1,B,D,Q2, Q and
OK are character set matrix, User_Id, the status of a registered
user, number of columns in character set matrix, permutated
character set matrix labeled with columns numbers, a queue
of column labels containing password characters of the first
interface, transpose of character set matrix permutated trans-
pose matrix having user password, queue having columns of
password characters of the second interface, queue having
a resultant string of rows + columns, and password status,
respectively.
Whereas, A,UI , status, Columns, C,Q1,B,D,Q2,Q and

OK are character set matrix, User_Id, the status of a registered
user, number of columns in character set matrix, permutated
character set matrix labeled with columns numbers, a queue
of column labels containing password characters of the
first interface, transpose of character set matrix permutated

Algorithm 3 Login_Module (A,UI )

1) status = User_Status(UI)
2) if status == 0
3) Display (‘‘invalid user-id’’)
4) else
5) Columns = Total Number of Columns of A
6) C = Permutation(A,Columns)
7) C = Label matrix C with columns numbers
8) Q1 = Enter columns of C containing the password

characters:
9) B = Transpose (A)

10) D = TransposeMatrix (C,Q1)
11) Q2 = Enter columns of D containing password

characters:
12) Q = Concatinate(Q1,Q2)
13) OK = PWVerification(D,Q,B,UI )
14) if (OK == 1)
15) Display(‘‘Login Permitted’’)
16) else
17) Display(‘‘Invalid User Password’’)

Algorithm 4 TransposeMatrix (A, SelectedColumns)

1) row = 1
2) Q3 = SelectedColumns
3) m = Total Number of Columns of C
4) n = Total Number of Rows of C
5) D = zeroes(n, m)
6) While(Q3 6= φ)
7) col = DEQUEUE(Q3)
8) D(row, n) = Transpose(C(n, col))
9) ENQUEUE(Q1,row)

10) row = row +1
11) D = Permutation(D, n)
12) D = Label matrix D with columns numbers

return (D)

transpose matrix having user password, queue having
columns of password characters of the second interface,
queue having a resultant string of rows + columns, and
password status, respectively.
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For example, suppose a user’s password is ‘‘CAMAL’’.
In that case, he/she will need to enter the respective column
numbers containing individual characters of his/her password
from the labeled version of the permutated matrix, as shown
above. Since the individual characters of the user password
(CAMEL), i.e., C,A,M ,A, and L are present in columns
2, 4, 4, 4, and 1, respectively of the permutated matrix. So,
the user will need to enter these columns like 24441. After
this, a password-matrix and a queue for holding transpose of
the entered columns (24441) of the permutatedmatrix and the
row numbers of password-matrix, respectively, are created
and shown as follows.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B =













C 1 O U O 6 $
A G M S Y 4 @
A G M S Y 4 @
A G M S Y 4 @
F L R X 3 9 !













and Q1 = [12345]

This module has information about the row index of each
character of the password in the form of Q1, i.e., the first
character of the password is present in the first row of the
password-matrix named as B, and so on. For obtaining infor-
mation regarding each password character’s column index,
this module labels the password-matrix columns with column
numbers and asks the user to enter column numbers of labeled
password-matrix containing password characters. So, for the
above-stated password, the user will need to enter column
numbers like 11312, and these column numbers will be stored
in queue Q2. Next, the contents of Q1 and Q2 are combined
into Q, so Q = 1234511312. The user will not need to enter
the individual characters of the password ‘‘CAMAL’’ Instead,
he/she will need to enter the numeric code stored in Q.

3) PASSWORD VERIFICATION

This module aims to verify the authenticity of the user pass-
word’s numeric code during the login process. The user pass-
word’s numeric code for the given user id is loaded from the
registered users’ database. Next, it decomposes the numeric
code into two parts: (i) the left half part containing row
indices, and (ii) the right half part containing column indices
of the desired password. The row index and column index of
the respective characters of the password are then extracted.
Using these indices, all the characters of the password of the
given user id are restored. The same procedure is applied
for restoring the textual password from the numeric code
entered during the login process. These two passwords are
then compared. If both match, then the user is login success-
fully; otherwise, an invalid password message is displayed.
Algorithms 5, 6, and 7 implement the working of this module.

Where DBPass, EntPass, and OK represent to database
password, the password entered, and the status of the user
password, respectively.
Where, L,mid,Qr ,Qc, and EntPass, denote to the length of

numeric code stored in a queue, middle of the length, queue
containing row indices of password characters, the queue is

Algorithm 5 PW Verification (D,Q,B,UI )

1) DBPass = DBPassword (B,UI )
2) EntPass = EntryPassword (D,Q)
3) if (DBPass == EntPass)
4) OK = 1
5) else
6) OK = 0
7) return (OK)

Algorithm 6 EntryPassword (D,Q)

1) L = length(Q)
2) mid = L/2
3) Qr = Q(1 : mid)
4) Qc = Q(mid + 1 : L)
5) EntPass = ’’
6) while(Qr 6= φ)
7) row = DEQUEUE (Qr )
8) col = DEQUEUE(Qc)
9) EntPass = Concatinate (EntPass,D(row, col))

10) return (EntPass);

Algorithm 7 DBPassword(B,UI )

1) Pt = Open(RegistrationTable)
2) DBPass = ’’
3) While(Pt ∼ = NULL)
4) Rec = Read(Pt)
5) if(Rec(User_Id) == U I)
6) n = Rec(pword)
7) L = length(n)
8) mid = L/2
9) Qr = n(1 : mid)

10) Qc = n(mid + 1 : L)
11) While(Qr 6= φ)
12) row = DEQUEUE(Qr )
13) col = DEQUEUE(Qc)
14) DBPass = Concatenate (DBPass,

B(row, col))
15) Break
16) return (DBPass)

containing column indices of password characters, and the
login entry password returned by this module, respectively.

Where (Algorithm 7), Rec, n,L, mid, and DBPass refer to
the structure variable containing a record of the password file,
the content of password attribute of the current record read
by the file, length of password attribute, middle of password
length, and database password returned by this module to
verification module respectively.

The logup process gets a user id and a matrix containing
password characters. The first queue stores the row indices
of the password characters from the user inputs, i.e., the
entered column numbers containing password characters in
the received matrix. While the second queue stores the
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column indices of the password characters that come from the
user inputs but this time, by entering the column numbers of
the transposedmatrix containing password characters derived
from the received matrix. The values in these two queues are
then combined, and a numeric code equivalent to the user
password is formed. The computed numeric code and user
id are then stored in the password database.
Like the logup process, two queues are created in the login

process to store row and column indices of the password
characters. During the login process, this scheme gets a
user id from the user, checks its validity; if it is valid, then
the column-wise permutation of matrix containing password
characters is taken, and the user is asked to type his/her
password by entering the column numbers of the permu-
tated matrix containing his/her password characters. Next,
the transpose of the entered columns of the permutatedmatrix
is taken, and the resultant values are stored in the transpose
matrix. The user is then asked to enter the column numbers of
the transposedmatrix containing his/her password characters.
The first and second time entered column numbers represent
the row and column indices of the password characters in
the transposed matrix. These row and column indices of the
password characters are then combined, and a numeric code
equivalent to the user password is formed. This numeric code
and the numeric code for the given user id present in the
password database are then decoded for restoring the textual
passwords. If both of the restored textual passwords match,
then login is succeeded. Otherwise, an invalid password mes-
sage is displayed.

4) UPDATE PASSWORD

Sometimes, the end-user needs to change his/her password
due to security reasons. Thismodule’s objective is to facilitate
the end-user to update his/her old password with the new
one. This module verifies the end-users old password first
using the verification process mentioned in the verification
module. If it is found correct, the user can enter his/her new
password, and this module replaces it with the old password
in the database. This password updating process is shown
in Fig. 8 and is implemented using Algorithm 8.

5) FORGOT PASSWORD

This module aims to allow the end-user to register himself
with a new password if he forgets it. This module needs
the perfect personality name of the end-user as an alternate
password to achieve this aim. After getting the name of the
personality in the form of numeric code, it then converts
that numeric code into the textual form. It compares it with
the textual form obtained from its appropriate numeric code
present in the password database. If both match, then the
end-user can enter and register his/her new password in the
form of a numeric code, and the process is terminated. On the
other hand, if both are found mismatched, they are asked to
enter his/her correct personality name. The above-stated pro-
cess is diagrammatically shown in Fig. 9 and is implemented
via Algorithm 9.

Algorithm 8 Password_Update_Module(A,UI)

1) status = User_Status(UI)
2) if status == 0
3) Display (‘‘invalid user id’’)
4) else
5) Columns = Total Number of Columns of A
6) C = Permutation(A,Columns)
7) C = Label matrix C with columns numbers
8) Q1 = Enter columns of C containing the password

characters :
9) B = Transpose (A)

10) D = TransposeMatrix (C,Q1)
11) Q2 = Enter columns of D containing password

characters:
12) Q = Concatinate(Q1, Q2)
13) OK = PWVerification(D,Q,B,UI )
14) if (OK == 1)
15) A1 = Label Matrix A with columns numbers
16) Q1 = Enter columns of A1 containing New

password characters:
17) B = TransposeMatrix (A,Q1)
18) B = Label Matrix B with columns numbers
19) Q2 = Enter columns of B containing New pass-

word characters:
20) QP = Concatinate(Q1,Q2)
21) Pt = Open(RegistrationTable)
22) while(Pt∼ = NULL)
23) Rec = Read(Pt)
24) if(Rec(User_Id)== UI )
25) replace(Pt,UI ,QP,Rec(QN ))
26) Close(Pt)
27) Break
28) else
29) Display(‘‘Invalid Old Password’’)

B. PROPOSED BRUTE FORCE ALGORITHM

For evaluating the security of our proposed scheme, we devel-
oped a brute force Algorithm which makes all possible
numeric combinations of user password (password numeric
code) using Eq. (2).

Z = X ∗ Y (2)

where X refers to the set of all combinations made from the
first part of the numeric password and Y denotes the set of
all combinations made from the second part of the numeric
password. These two sets X and Y are described as follows.

X = {X1,X2,X3, · · ·,Xn}

Y = {Y1,Y2,Y3, · · ·, Ym}

where {X1,X2,X3, · · ·,Xn} represent the n different com-
binations of the first part of numeric code entered in the
first user interface, and {Y1,Y2,Y3, · · ·, Ym} denote the m
combinations of the second part of numeric code entered in
the second user interface. The value of n, m can be computed
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Algorithm 9 Password_Forgotten_Module(A,UI)

1) status = User_Status(UI)
2) if status == 0
3) Display (‘‘invalid user-id’’)
4) else
5) Columns = Total Number of Columns of A
6) C = Permutation(A,Columns)
7) C = Label matrix C with columns numbers
8) Q1 = Enter columns of C containing theIdeal Per-

sonality Name characters:
9) B = Transpose (A)

10) D = TransposeMatrix(C,Q1)
11) Q2 = Enter columns of D containing Ideal Person-

ality Name characters:
12) Q = Concatinate (Q1,Q2)
13) OK=PWVerification(D,Q,B,UI )
14) if (OK == 1)
15) A1 = Label Matrix A with columns numbers
16) Q1 = Enter columns of A1 containing New

password characters:
17) B = TransposeMatrix (A,Q1)
18) B = Label Matrix B with columns numbers
19) Q2 = Enter columns of B containing New pass-

word characters:
20) QP = Concatinate(Q1,Q2)
21) Pt = Open(RegistrationTable)
22) while(Pt∼ = NULL)
23) Rec = Read(Pt)
24) if(Rec(User_Id) == UI)
25) replace(Pt,UI ,QP, Rec(QN ))
26) Close(Pt)
27) Break

using Eq. (3) and Eq. (4), respectively.

n = (F)T (3)

m = (S)T (4)

F and S refer to the number of unique characters(indices)
in the first and second parts of numeric code, while T repre-
sents the numeric password length. The values of n andmmay
or may not be equal. This is because the number of unique
characters (indices), i.e., F and S values in two parts of the
numeric code, may or may not be equal. The total number of
combinations is then computed by multiplying n with m.

For instance, in the case of numeric password 163122,
the value of F, S, and T are 3, 2, and 3, respectively. Putting
these values in Eq. (3), and Eq. (4), we get n = 27, and
m = 8. The total number of combination forms by brute force
is 27 ∗ 8 = 216.
The values of X and Y are then put in Eq. (2), and all

combinations of the numeric password are then formed by
applying the Cartesian product given as follows.

Z = {(X1,Y1), (X1,Y2), (X1,Y3), · · · , (X1,Y8),

(X2,Y1), (X2,Y2), (X2,Y3), · · · , (X2,Y8),

(X27,Y1), (X27,Y2), (X27,Y3), · · · , (X27,Y8)}

where, each element in parenthesis
(X1,Y1), (X1,Y2), (X1,Y3), · · · , (X1,Y8) represents one pos-
sible numeric password equivalent to a user password.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section presents the evaluation metrics, usability anal-
ysis, security analysis, and performance comparison of our
proposed password scheme with state-of-the-art password
methods.

A. DATA SET

We created 150 user ids and assigned different length pass-
words to them. The number of users having different length
password is shown in Table 2.

TABLE 2. Data set of users.

B. EVALUATION METRICS

Two metrics, i.e., overall usability and the average proba-
bility of success/synchronization, are used for evaluating the
usability and security of our proposed password scheme. The
usability of the password scheme is affected by contextual
factors like human (H ), design (D), and technology (T ) [18].
The value ofH andD are computed using Eq. (5) and Eq. (6),
respectively.

H = K + A+ Cz (5)

D = ND+ SC (6)

where K ,A, and Cz refer to keystroke efforts, manual arith-
metic involved in password entry, and the character set’s size,
respectively. While SC and ND denote the number of screens
displayed during the login process and simple/complex inter-
face, respectively. Moreover, T represents the use of different
devices. Our proposed password scheme’s overall usabil-
ity and those present in the literature are computed using
Eq. (7). This overall usability measure is used for comparison
purposes.

OU = H + D+ T (7)
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TABLE 3. Comparison of usability of knowledge-based password schemes.

The probability of success of the brute force algorithm on
cracking user passwords is computed using Eq. (8).

P(L) =

1
n×m

(R× C)(L × R)
(8)

where n×m refers to the total number of candidate combina-
tions formed by the brute force algorithm for a given database
password. L refers to the password’s length, and its value
should be in the range of 1, · · · , 12.
The TC denotes the total number of candidate combina-

tions formed by the brute force algorithm for a password of
length l. While (R × C) × (L × R) refers to the number
of positions of characters changed in testing each candidate
numeric password.

The average probability of success of the proposed brute
force algorithm is then computed and is used for comparison
purposes.

C. USABILITY ANALYSIS

We evaluated our proposed scheme’s usability based on con-
textual factors, i.e., human, design, and technology described
in the evaluation criteria. The criteria used for assigning
weight to each sub-factor of these three contextual factors are
described as follows:

Key stroke efforts (K): If a password scheme needs one
keystroke per password character, which is the minimum
number, thenweight 0 is assigned to this sub-factor. Similarly,
for a password scheme that requires two keystrokes per pass-
word character, a weight of 2 is assigned to this sub-factor.
The same rule is applied to other password schemes that
need 3 or more than 3 keystrokes per character.

Arithmetic in password entry (A): The weight of this
sub-factor is one if arithmetic is involved during password
entry of a password scheme; otherwise, its weight is 0.
This factor involves human mental engagement; therefore,
the highest weight is assigned to the password scheme, which
needs arithmetic during password entry.

size of the character set (Cz): The printable characters
used in password entry are near about 94 comprising of
four groups (upper case letters, lower case letters, numerals,
and special symbols) if the size of the character set of a
password scheme consists of one group or 25% of total print-
able characters then weight 0 is assigned to this sub-factor.

If two groups or 50% of printable characters are used in the
password scheme, weight 1 is assigned to this sub-factor.
Moreover, if all groups or 100% of printable characters are
used in the password scheme, weight 2 is assigned to this
sub-factor.

Entry on single/multiple screens (ND): If the whole
password is entered using a single screen, then weight 0 is
assigned to this sub-factor, and in the case of multiple screens,
weight 1 is assigned.

Simple/complex interface (SCI): If the interface of
a password scheme is user-friendly and straightforward,
i.e., the user can find and enter his password characters
quickly, then weight 0 is assigned to this sub-factor, and if
a complex interface, the weight 1 is assigned.

Extra device/ technology (T): If the scheme requires an
extra device for its password entry, then weight 1; otherwise,
weight 0 is assigned to this contextual factor.
Using the weights of these sub-factors, our proposed pass-

word scheme’s overall usability and that of available pass-
word methods are computed using Eq. (4), shown in Table 3.
The password scheme having overall usability in the range
of 2 − 3 is considered as easy to use, while the one having
overall usability in the range of 6−8 is considered as difficult
to use. The password scheme, with overall usability in the
range of 4− 5, is considered moderate. As shown in Table 3,
our proposed scheme is easy to use according to the specified
criteria.

D. SECURITY ANALYSIS

In this sub-section, the server-side security and client-side
security of our proposed scheme are evaluated.

1) SERVER SIDE SECURITY ANALYSIS

The server-side security of our proposed password scheme
was evaluated using a brute force attack.

Brute force attack: We randomly picked a numeric pass-
word of length 2 from the password database and gave it as
input to our proposed brute force algorithm for making all its
candidate password combinations. The proposed brute force
algorithm tested each candidate’s password combinations on
our proposed scheme. The same procedure was applied on
numeric passwords of length 3 and 4 characters, respec-
tively. The value of the probability of success for each length
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TABLE 4. Evaluation results of brute force attack on server side password database.

TABLE 5. Evaluation results of shoulder surfing attack on our proposed scheme.

password was 0. This is because the brute force is not provid-
ing the correct candidate numeric password at the right time
to our proposed password scheme.
However, each time the brute force algorithm does not

need to fail because a situation in which the required numeric
password and the brute force algorithm candidate password
match may occur. In this situation, the login will succeed.
Thus, the brute force’s success depends on synchronizing the
candidate numeric password and required numeric password.
The values of the probability of synchronization computed
using Eq. (8). are shown in Table 4.

2) CLIENT SIDE SECURITY ANALYSIS

The shoulder surfing and brute force attacks were used
to evaluate our proposed password scheme’s client-side
security.
a) Shoulder Surfing attack:We grabbed the user ids and

numeric passwords of five users during their login sessions.
The grabbed user ids and numeric passwords were tested
one by one on our proposed password scheme, and none of
them were found correct. The reason is that the proposed
scheme does not change the password characters but changes
their positions randomly after each login. Thus, the grabbed
numeric code is not effective at the next login because the
proposed scheme changes the numeric password after each

login and leaves no clue for the shoulder surfer to guess the
new numeric password.

They grabbed user ids, grabbed numeric passwords, their
respective reformed passwords, the correct numeric pass-
words needed by our proposed scheme, and their respective
reformed passwords are shown in Table 5.

As it is clear from Table 5, each of the textual passwords
formed from the grabbed numeric passwords does not match
their respective textual password formed from the correct
numeric password. The average probability of success of
the shoulder surfing attack on cracking passwords of lengths
2, 3, · · · , 7 characters is 0.

b) Brute force attack: For checking our proposed
scheme’s client-side security, the grabbed user ids and
numeric passwords were given to our proposed brute force
algorithm one by one. The proposed brute force algorithm
formed all possible combinations of each numeric password
and gave them to our proposed scheme one by one. It was
observed that none of the combinations was succeeded in
the login process. All the formed combinations contain a
combination that matches the correct numeric password.
However, password entry timing causes a mismatch between
the user’s numeric password combination and a correct can-
didate numeric password in the generated combinations of
our proposed brute force algorithm. One instance of the
grabbed numeric password, a subset of the numeric password
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TABLE 6. Evaluation results of brute force attack on client-side.

TABLE 7. Comparison of the Security.

combinations formed by our proposed brute force algorithm,
and the correct numeric password are shown in Table 6.

It is clear from Table 6 that the generated combinations
of brute force algorithms contain the same combination
(i.e., 513711) as the required one (i.e., 513711). However,
its turn will reach at number 3, and our proposed scheme
needs it at number 1. Similarly, the proposed brute force
algorithm assigns a combination of 531 711 at several 1, and
our proposed scheme needs it at the last number. Although
in this proper scenario, the probability of synchronization
between the candidate numeric password and the required
numeric password is 0. However, still, the chances of success
of brute exist because a situation of synchronization may
occur. So, just like a brute force attack in subsection ‘‘Server-
side security analysis’’, the probability of synchronization
can be computed using Eq. (8).

3) SECURITY COMPARISON

The probabilities of success of the shoulder surfing attack
on the password of lengths 2, 3, · · · , 12 were manually com-
puted for each of the available schemes [5], [10], [37], [39]
and that of our proposed password scheme. The values of
these probabilities were then used to compute the average
probabilities of success of the shoulder surfing attack for [5],
[10], [37], [39], and that of our proposed scheme, shown
in Table 7.

In [5], many interfaces containing 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6 layers are
used to minimize the success rate of the brute force attack.
We have selected the 3-layers interface with 37 characters for
comparison purposes because our proposed interface contains
42 characters. Therefore, the 3-layers interface and its brute
force success probability are more suitable for comparing the
brute force success probability with our proposed scheme.
The probability of success of the brute force algorithm against
password scheme [5] using 3-layers interface is 1/37 for one
password character; so, for comparison purposes, we multi-
plied the probability of guessing one character with password
length to calculate the probability of the whole password.

To compare the probability of success of the brute
force attack against our proposed scheme with password
scheme [10], we need to find the probability of all length
combinations (entire password), single length combinations
(single character of password at a time) or both. The candidate
combinations formed by the brute force algorithm of [10]
are more extensive than our proposed scheme. However, our
proposed scheme uses additional features, i.e., a permutation
of characters during each login process, which contributes
more towards minimizing the brute force algorithm’s success
rate.

The same methods were applied for computing the proba-
bility of success of the brute force attack on the server-side.

The average values of the probability of shoulder surfing
attack, brute force attack on the client-side, and brute force
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TABLE 8. Time required to Brute Force Algorithm for Testing all the Combinations of Multiple length Passwords.

attack on the server-side for the schemes [5], [10], [37], [39]
and that of our proposed scheme are shown in Table 7.

Our proposed method needs a different numeric password
at each login because the characters’ positions change at
each login process. Due to this vital feature of our proposed
password scheme, its resistance against shoulder surfer attack
is far better than [5], [10], [37], [39]. Additionally, the brute
force attack’s probability of success against our proposed
password scheme is comparatively very low than [5], [10],
[37], [39] because the brute force algorithm does not know
which candidate among the available n ∗ m candidates is the
need of our proposed password scheme at a specific time.

Like [10], [37], our proposed scheme does not store
the original textual password, but its alternative numeric
password is stored on the server-side. Thus, our proposed
scheme’s server-side security is comparable to [10], [37] and
better than [5].

In summary, our proposed scheme provides better usability
and security as compared to [5]. The security of our proposed
scheme is comparable to [10], [37]. However, its usability is
superior, then [10], [37].

E. TIME ANALYSIS OF BRUTE FORCE ALGORITHM

The total time required for cracking passwords generated by
our proposed scheme is computed using Eq. (9)

Tcr = Tc + Tt (9)

Tc refers to the time required for making all combinations
by our proposed brute force algorithm, and Tt denotes the
time required for testing all combinations. The time needed
for cracking passwords of length 3, 4 and 5 characters were
recorded practically, while other passwords having length 6
and 7 characters were computed relatively. The required time
for cracking each length password is shown in Table 8. The
time in days and years shows that the brute force will face
a high challenge for breaking passwords having a length
greater than or equal to 7 characters. This characteristic shows
the strength of our proposed password scheme against our
proposed brute algorithm.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We found some limitations of the available reformation-based
password schemes, i.e., they improved the client-side secu-
rity of the electronic applications by using an extra device,
involving mental computation, using an extensive character
set, or utilizing several user interfaces. In other words, they

improved the client-side security of the electronic applica-
tions but complicated their usability. Furthermore, it is also
found that most of the available reformation-based pass-
word schemes do not provide server-side security because
they store the actual content of the password on the server
database. In this article, we have proposed a new reforma-
tion based password scheme that improved the client and
server sides’ security of the electronic applications without
complicating their usability. The proposed scheme uses two
different numeric codes, one on the client and the other
on the server-side, for the same actual textual password.
Algorithm 6 deals with transforming the client-side numeric
code into the actual textual password, while Algorithm 7
maps the server-side numeric code into an actual textual
password. The obtained textual passwords are then compared
by Algorithm 5 for password verification. Our proposed
password scheme’s usability and security (both client and
server sides) were evaluated and compared with state-of-art
reformation-based password schemes using overall usability
and the average probability of success metrics. The exper-
imental results of our proposed password scheme showed
better usability (as shown in Table 3), client and server-side
security (as shown in Table 7) in comparison to the state of
the art reformation based password schemes. In the future,
we intend to improve the usability by providing a single
user interface for login entry and entering the same number
of characters as contained in the password during the login
process. Additionally, we also intend to improve security
against a strong shoulder surfing attack.
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